Bonin et al. (1993) recalled an open problem related to the recurrence relation verified by NSW numbers. The recurrence relation is the following: fn+l = 6f~ -f~-l, with jq = 1 and j~ = 7, and no combinatorial interpretation seems to be known. In this note, we define a regular language .~ whose number of words having length n is equal to f~+l. Then, by using .La we give a direct combinatorial proof of the recurrence. (~)
Introduction
In [3] Newman et al. studied a sequence of numbers related to the order of simple groups. These numbers are called NSW numbers, in honour of the authors, and they are defined by the following formula:
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The first values of f~ appear in Fig. 1 . This sequence of integers has some nice properties which are similar to Mersenne numbers [4] .
NSW numbers are also connected to the solutions of the following diophantine equation: where yn is an integer number. Therefore, the sequence xn of diophantine equation's solutions is (fn-1)/2 (see [2] ). Bonin et al. [1] take NSW numbers into consideration, because they arise from the area statistic's over Schr6der paths. It is easy to prove that these numbers verify the following recurrence relation:
where J] = 1 and ~ = 7. These authors stated that: The purpose of this note is to fill this gap. We start out by introducing a regular language Za. We prove that the cardinality of the set Ae, (i.e. the set of words of L,e having length n) is equal to f~+l. Then, by means of an operator O over ~,-1 we construct the set 0(£#,-1) whose elements have length n and we show that its cardinality is 6f~. Finally, we determine a bijection between 0(£#,-1) and the set Ae n to £#n-2. Consequently, we obtain a direct combinatorial proof of the recurrence (1.2).
The regular language
The language L~' is defined by the following grammar G = ({S,A}, {XI,X2,X3,X4,Xs, x6,xT},P,S):
and the DFA that accepts the language L,¢ is shown in Fig. 2 . By setting A (instead of S) as the start symbol of the grammar G, we obtain another language A °' different from £~o. We denote: From the definitions of A¢ and ~¢', we can deduce the following relations:
so we obtain where yl = 1, y2 = 5. Therefore, the number an of words belonging to ~' having length n is equal to yn+l.
The combinatorial proof
By means of the language .L~, we will give a combinatorial interpretation of the recurrence relation (1.2). We rewrite the relation in the following way: 6f~ = f~+l + fn-l.
Since f~ = [fin-11, the formula will be proved combinatorially, if we can construct a bijection ~p such that: {1,2,3,4,5,6} x .~en_~ L AanUL~_2.
To construct the bijection ~p we define an operator 0 which adds to each word w E .La,-i a terminal symbol in order to obtain six different words having length n. We prove that the cardinality of O(.La,_l) is equal to 6f,. Finally, we show that ~q(~n-1) is in bijection with ffnt_JAe~_2. We note that the operator v9 produces word of length n-1, and: 
. lf w and w' belono to ~n-l and w ~ w', then O(w) N~9(w') = 0.
Proof. We assume that ~9(w)N O(w') ~ 0. The operator vq inserts a terminal symbol immediately before or after the last symbol of w and w'. Therefore, if by performing ~9 over w and w ~ we obtain the same word if, then the first n -2 symbols of w and w t are equal (i.e. w = uw,_l and w' = uwln_l). Moreover, since w ~ w/, we have wn-l ~ wn-' i. Consequently, to obtain the same word J the operator 0 has to add a terminal symbol x to w after wn-I and a terminal symbol x t to w' before Wn-1, so that ff~ = uwn-lX = ux~w~_l. From the definition of O, it follows that the cases in which the operator inserts a terminal symbol x t before ' The first case gives Wn--lX ~-XtWtn_l -~-X7X4. Since ~ = uwn-lx, we have w --ux7 and x --x4. From the definition of 9, it follows that the operator cannot add x4 after x7 and so ~ ~ vq(w). Therefore, w ~ ~ ux4. By proceeding in the same way we prove that ~ cannot be produced by the cases (ii) and (iii). Consequently, the assumption is false and the proposition follows. [] From this proposition we deduce that IO(~n_l)[ = 6f~. Let us now prove that there is a bijection between O(£Pn-l) and ~entdSe,_2. We start by examining the words of 'tg(~n_l). We denote the set of words of LPn ending in the state S (A) by Sen (tin). For instance, XlX2Xaxl E ~4 and xlx2xax3 E d4. We have, Zt' = 5~n U tin. Let w = u wn_l E Len-l. We perform the operator 0 over w and from the definition of definition we deduce the following properties: Therefore, the set O(LP,-1 ) is made up of two subsets: ~ whose words belong to LPn, and ~ whose words do not belong to Lan. Moreover, the set g is such that
We call the words of 8 exceeding. From the definition of L~ ° and the previous assertions over O(LPn-t ), we deduce that there is a set ~t' of the words of ZPn that do not belong to 0(5¢n-1). We call the words of J/missing and it is easy to check that: 
is in bijection with the set ~ of missing words. We define the application ~b as follows:
--if w = uxTx4 with u E An-2 then ~b(w) = uxlx7, It is easy to invert ~k, and so ~ is a bijection between 0(£e,_l) and L~a, U ~2, where g2 is trivially in bijection with £en_2.
Consequently, a combinatorial proof of the recurrence (1.2) follows.
Conclusions
By using a regular language L? we give a direct combinatorial proof of the recurrence (1.2) verified by NSW numbers.
Two other interesting problems related to NSW numbers are the following:
• do there exist infinitely many f~ prime?
• do there exist infinitely many f, composite? To the authors' knowledge, these problems are open.
